
The Seven Life Muscle Approach
STEP ELEVEN

The Leisure Muscle

The Leisure Muscle is not about having fun, 
per say.  Although it can be.  Rather, it is 
about learning to create space in your mind, 
heart, body, soul and work for rest.  We call 
it the Leisure Muscle, or the Resting Muscle.  
God was the first to go before us and model 
a day of rest after He created the world.  The 
Leisure Muscle can be a sabbath, a day or 
a time set aside to let everything in your life 
rest.  

The Leisure Muscle is built when you 
intentionally, purposely and often 

sacrificially set aside the work that needs 
to be done, for a reset.  

A time to set aside the phone, social media 
and be completely calm in your soul.  To 
be completely present with your family or 
loved ones. It may include playing a game if 
that’s restful.  A time to take a needed nap.  A 
conversation that overflows out of time spent 
together without pressures or an agenda.  

You may be thinking…this sounds heavenly.  
Is it okay to set aside time for Leisure?  
Absolutely!  One is never healthy when they 
are overworked, overstressed and burdened 
with the pressures of this world.  A life without 
this muscle would surely be out of balance!  
This Muscle is essential to maintain a healthy 
life.
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REFLECT 
So,what is The Leisure Muscle?

“To Be Successful with My Test, 
I Must Be Sure to Rest”

The Leisure Muscle might be the most 
misunderstood of all. You may think that this is 
surely one muscle that your family already has 
down.  After all, you love to go shopping, your 
children love to play video games and your 
husband loves his man cave. But this type of 
leisure, although needed sometimes and fun, is 
not building the Leisure Muscle. In our fast-paced 
American Lifestyles, we go straight from working 
to weekend activities.  We cram in our fun and roll 
out of bed on Monday morning for work or school 
with a slight exhaustion and headache from it all. 
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REFRESH

Although this muscle can seem difficult to build 
at first, building the Leisure Muscle can quickly 
become a highlight of your week.  With time set 
aside for rest, you can hear more clearly where the 
Lord may be leading you or your family.  You will 
discover that you have greater clarity and energy 
for your work or learning at hand.  Within the 
context of a 7LM life, the Leisure Muscle is a must!
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